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Abstract. The USA decided to regulate the trade more by imposing tariffs
on specific types of traded goods. It is therefore more interesting to find out
whether the current technologies based on artificial intelligence with time
series influenced by extraordinary factors such as the trade war between two
powers are able to work. The objective of the contribution is to examine and
subsequently equalize two time series – the USA import from the PRC and
the USA export to the PRC. The dataset shows the course of the time series
at monthly intervals between January 2000 and July 2019. 10,000 multilayer
perceptron networks (MLP) are generated, out of which 5 with the best
characteristics are retained. It has been proved that multilayer perceptron
networks are a suitable tool for forecasting the development of the time
series if there are no sudden fluctuations. Mutual sanctions of both states did
not affect the result of machine learning forecasting.
Key words: forecasting, trade balance, machine learning, mutual sanctions,
artificial neural networks

1 Introduction
In essence, machine learning is a sub-area of artificial intelligence. Machine learning focuses
on many algorithms and techniques that allow a computer system to learn - that is, a change
in the internal state of the system that will be able to adapt effectively to the environmental
changes [1-3]. Ghoddusi, Creamer and Rafizadeh [4] state in their study that machine
learning enables to create new opportunities for innovative research in the field of finance
and energy economy. The authors focus on applications in areas such as demand forecasting,
energy price forecasting (eg natural gas, energy and oil), business strategy, risk management,
macro / energy trend analysis and data processing. The authors' analysis suggests that
artificial neural networks (ANNs) and genetic algorithms are among the most popular
techniques used in energy economy documents. Zhong and Enke [5] in their work, argue that
large data analysis techniques associated with machine learning algorithms still play a very
important role in many areas of application, including stock market investment. The authors
state that today few studies are concerned with the prediction of daily returns from the stock
markets, especially in the implementation of powerful machine learning techniques such as
deep neural networks for analysis. Deep neural networks use a wide range of different deep
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learning algorithms based on a combination of network structure, activation functions, and
model parameters, and their performance depends on the level of data representation. Thanks
to more complex algorithms of learning and other hidden layers, deep neural networks are
recognized as advanced and significant technology in the field of artificial and computational
intelligence [6]. Samanpour, Ruegenberg and Ahlers [7] report in their study that an
important advantage of deep learning is the analysis and learning of large amounts of data
unattended, making it a very valuable and useful tool for analysing huge amounts of data
where raw data is largely unclassified and unmarked. Liu and Xie [8] contrast the
performance of predicting machine learning methods and nine econometric methods,
including a new hybrid method that combines model averaging and machine learning using
social media and film industry data. The authors' results show that traditional econometric
methods reflect the long-term trend better, while machine learning methods have the
advantage of solving short-term noise. However, once the sample heterogeneity is rectified,
this hybrid method tends to strike the right balance in solving both trend and noise, resulting
in excellent forecast efficiency. According to Carbonneau, Laframboise and Vahidov [9], full
cooperation in supply chains is ideal, which the participating companies should try to
achieve. However, several factors prevent actual progress in this direction. Therefore, there
is a need to predict the demand of participants if there is no complete information on the
demand of other participants. The authors investigate the applicability of advanced machine
learning techniques, including neural networks, recurrent neural networks, and support vector
machines, to predict distorted demand at the end of the supply chain. The authors compare
these methods to other traditional methods, including naive forecasting, trends, moving
average and linear regression. The authors' results suggest that while repetitive neural
networks and support vector machines perform best, their predictive accuracy was not
statistically significantly better than the regression model.
Means such as artificial neural networks (ANNs) can be used to estimate the trade
balance. Klieštik [10] claims that these networks are certain computational models that were
inspired by biological neural networks. The application of these networks is applicable in
many areas. Pao [11] states that artificial neural networks are nowadays used to solve possible
future obstacles, especially for the forecasting of values. According to Sayadi et al. [12], the
main advantages of ANNs are the ability to generalize and the ability to learn. The main
disadvantages of ANNs, according to the Rowland and Vrbka [13], include the possibility of
illogical network behaviour and that they demand very high-quality data. According to
Vochozka and Horák [14], ANNs is one of the most popular methods used as a prognostic
method that requires a more complex model, uses more variables and tends to be non-linear.
Therefore, artificial neural networks are suitable for auxiliary adjustments of the financial
sector. According to Cho, Kim and Bae [15], ANNs techniques perform better than traditional
statistical methods. Accurate and complex results are also provided by modern hybrid
models, which enable to combine statistical methods with artificial neural network
techniques. Li et al. [16] state that traditional statistical methods are very popular due to their
easy comprehensibility, interpretation and acceptable predictive performance Balcaen and
Ooghe [17] achieved a surprising result, comparing selected methods based on discriminant
analysis and methods based on logistic regression. The authors found that the accuracy of the
model is much more influenced by the indicators that are included in the model than by the
method by which the model was derived.
In the economic sphere it is possible to use other methods than just the above mentioned
artificial neural networks. Thus, it is possible to use, for example, cluster analysis, decision
trees, discriminant analysis and the known ARIMA model [18]. Multiple discrimination
analysis is one of the traditional statistical models. According to Crăciun et al. [19], multiple
discriminant analysis is a method of diagnosis consisting of measuring and interpreting future
economic risks. According to Klieštik, Vrbka and Rowland [20], the advantage of
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discriminatory analysis is its simplicity and that it is not time consuming, the authors see a
disadvantage in its incompleteness. Pai and Lin [21] state that the ARIMA model, or
autoregressive integrated moving average, is one of the most widespread linear models in
time series predictions. According to Mélard and Pasteels [22], this model is mainly used for
short-term prediction in a situation where there is no data available to explain variables or
whether the model has poor predictive properties. Junttila [23] sees the advantages of the
model primarily in the ability to quickly adapt to changes during a time series, and the main
disadvantages that practical applications of models are very demanding, resulting models are
difficult to interpret and are only suitable for time series within at least 50 observations. The
subject of cluster analysis is, according to Krulický [24], a generalization and a description
of relations in a group of variables. Based on the similarity of variables, it creates their
clusters. The purpose of this analysis is to classify a certain number of objects into several
relevantly homogeneous clusters, where the objects within one cluster are required to be as
similar as possible and the objects belonging to different clusters to be as different as possible.
According to Šuleř [25], the main advantage of this method is its simplicity and the possibility
of using statistical software. The disadvantage of the method is its susceptibility to distortion
of results. According to Tuffell et al. [26], decision trees are data structures that allow
predicting the output value for specific inputs or classifying input data points. Valášková,
Klieštik and Mišánková [27] rank among their main advantages the easy visualization and
interpretation, while their disadvantage is that they cannot be used at any time due to the
more difficult processing of continuous data.
Rowland, Šuleř and Vochozka [28] set out to compare the accuracy of time series
equalizing using regression analysis and artificial neural networks on the example of the trade
balance of China and the Czech Republic. Initially, they performed linear regression followed
by regression using artificial neural networks. They compared the two methods on a
professional level. The results of the authors inform us that artificial neural networks seem
to be very useful for the prognosis of time series. In their work, Weijin and Yuhui [29] present
a model that is used to predict export and import transactions in one sector. The authors
concluded that the nonlinear prognosis may not only address data combination and improving
accuracy but may also vividly reflect the nonlinear characteristic of the prediction system.
The aim of the authors Horák, Šuleř and Vrbka [30] was to compare the accuracy of time
series equalizing using artificial neural networks and regression analysis on the example of
US exports to China. The purpose of their study is to show the possible benefits and use of
artificial neural networks in practice. The authors' results show that artificial neural networks
can effectively learn time series dependencies. Similar findings were made by Vrbka,
Rowland and Šuleř [31] in their work, where they compare the accuracy of time series
equalizing using artificial neural networks and regression analysis on the example of trade
balance between China and the EU.

2 Data and methods
In the last few years, mutual USA and PRC trade restrictions caused by the USA feeling of
imbalance of the both countries trade significantly affect not the mutual trade of the two
countries, but also the overall climate of the international trade. The USA decided to regulate
the trade more by imposing tariffs on specific types of traded goods. It is therefore more
interesting to find out whether the current technologies based on artificial intelligence with
time series influenced by extraordinary factors such as the trade war between two powers are
able to work. It is desirable that artificial neural networks are able to cope with such a task.
For any businessman and economist, it is important to be able not only be aware of the current
development but also to forecast the future development. The objective of the contribution is
to examine and subsequently equalize two time series:
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1. The USA import from the PRC.
2. The USA export to the PRC.
Based on the results it will be possible to forecast the future development of the balance
of trade of the two trade war actors.
The dataset shows the course of the time series at monthly intervals between January 2000
and July 2019. The course of both time series is shown in Figure 1.
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Fig. 1. Development of USA and PRC balance of trade between January 2000 and July 2019
Note: The values in the entire text are given in billions of USD.
Source: [32], own processing

The Figure shows seasonal fluctuations in the development of import within the
individual years of the monitored period. There is a clear increase in the import from USD
6,902 bn in 2000 to USD 52,202 bn in October 2018. This means that the USA import from
the PRC for the monitored period increased more than 7 times. On the contrary, in the case
of export the seasonal effect is not apparent at first sight. The volume of the USA export to
the PRC is significantly lower. There are many reasons, e.g. cheap labour in the PRC.
However, this is not the subject of this contribution. On the contrary, what is important is
that there are no seasonal fluctuations evident within one year at first sight. The balance of
trade of both countries is negative from the USA perspective, which is clearly shown by the
Figure. The shape of the curve is very similar to the inverse curve of imports. The
development of export is less noticeable on the balance of trade curve. Table 1 shows the
basic statistical characteristics of the dataset.
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Table 1. Basic statistical characteristics of examined dataset
Statistics
Minimum (Training)
Maximum (Training)
Average (Training)
Standard deviation (Training)
Minimum (Testing)
Maximum (Testing)
Average (Testing)
Standard deviation (Testing)
Minimum (Validation)
Maximum (Validation)
Average (Validation)
Standard deviation (Validation)
Minimum (Overall)
Maximum (Overall)
Average (Overall)
Standard deviation (Overall)

Date
(Input
variable)
36556.00
43646.00
40050.47
2001.16
36585.00
43677.00
40130.09
2418.96
36646.00
43373.00
40412.86
3403.28
36556.00
43677.00
40116.30
2069.19

Month
(Input
variable)
1.00000
12.00000
6.45455
3.50688
1.00000
12.00000
6.00000
3.38683
1.00000
12.00000
6.71429
3.44159
1.00000
12.00000
6.42553
3.45140

Year
(Input
variable)
2000.000
2019.000
2009.115
5.473
2000.000
2019.000
2009.371
6.691
2000.000
2018.000
2010.086
9.284
2000.000
2019.000
2009.298
5.669

Import
(Output
(target))
6375.60
48127.80
27572.76
12039.78
6584.40
52202.30
26146.36
12282.23
7070.50
50015.00
29966.20
21320.19
6375.60
52202.30
27716.79
12057.45

Export
(Output
(target))
863.10
13147.80
6415.19
3382.42
972.70
12382.10
5918.11
3492.76
1227.50
13644.80
7025.04
5528.71
863.10
13644.80
6431.99
3429.19

Source: Authors.

There will be regression carried out by means of neural structures. The time series will
be equalized separately for import and export. The balance of trade will be the difference of
the two variables over the time. The procedure chosen corresponds with the situation where
the seasonal fluctuations of both time series differ. Therefore, separated equalizing of each
time series and the following calculation of the balance of trade will yield more accurate
results.
Multilayer perceptron networks (MLP) will be generated. The considered time series lag
will be 5 months. This means that the target (forecast) variable will be calculated using the
data from the previous five months. This will enable to avoid any time series fluctuations
caused by the latest data (in this case, this refers to the time series of the USA import from
the PRC). A small lag of the time series can result I extreme fluctuations of the equalized
time series. A larger time series lag can mean averaging values. However, each lag of the
time series entails greater demands on the complexity of the artificial neural structure,
specifically the neurons in the input layer (in the case of this calculation, it will be 15 neurons
in the input layer of the artificial neural structure).
The independent continuous variable will be time. The seasonal fluctuations will be
represented by the categorical variable in the form of the month and the year in which the
value was measured. We will work with possible monthly seasonality of the time series.
However, we should also capture the overall trend of the time series. They will be entered as
continuous variables in the “Integer” regime. The dependent variable will be the USA import
from the PRC or the USA export to the PRC.
The time series will be divided into three data sets: training, testing and validation. The
first group will contain 70% of the input data. Based on the training data set, neural structures
will be generated. The remaining two data sets will contain 15% of the input data each. Both
groups will be used for the verification of the neural structure or the model created. 10,000
neural structures will be generated, out of which 5 with the best characteristics 1will be
retained. The hidden layer will contain at least two neurons and at most 9 neurons. The
1

We will use the least squares method.
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following distribution functions in the hidden and output layers will be considered: Linear,
Logistic, Atanh, Exponential, Sinus.
Other settings will remain default. Finally, forecasting of both time series will be carried
out till December 2020, and at the same time, by identifying the difference of export and
import, the balance of trade will be calculated. However, this assumes that out of the retained
neural structures the one capable of best forecasting of the development of the specific time
series will be chosen.

3 Results
3.1 Import
Table 2 shows the overview of the neural networks retained in equalizing time series of the
import, where the assumed lag is 5 months.
Table 2. Retained neural networks for equalizing import time series
Network
MLP
15-3-1
MLP
15-7-1
MLP
15-7-1
MLP
15-10-1
MLP
15-4-1

Train.
Test.
Valid.
perform. perform. perform.

Train.
error

Test.
error

Valid.
error

0.984886 0.969392 0.985259 2049185 3621980 1610485
0.991430 0.979645 0.987889 1152035 2003906 1290950
0.989698 0.977635 0.986896 1390544 2312432 1461439
0.989664 0.977584 0.985530 1397550 2337306 1638214
0.982478 0.965299 0.985481 2377804 4413279 1725236

Train. algorit.
BFGS (QuasiNewton) 64
BFGS (QuasiNewton) 148
BFGS (QuasiNewton) 114
BFGS (QuasiNewton) 150
BFGS (QuasiNewton) 34

Error
function
Sum of
squares
Sum of
squares
Sum of
squares
Sum of
squares
Sum of
squares

Activation
of hidden
layer
Logistic

Output
activation
function
Identity

Tanh Exponential
Tanh Exponential
Tanh Exponential
Tanh Exponential

Source: Authors.

Due to the time series lag, the input layer contains 15 neurons. The Table shows that the
networks with 4 – 10 neurons in the hidden layer of the neural network were retained. The
neural networks use the functions of hyperbolic tangent and logistic function for the
activation of the hidden layer. The output layer of neurons is activated using the exponential
and identity functions. The correlation coefficient in all data sets achieves very high values
in all networks. It is always above 0.96, which indicates the high degree of direct dependence.
Based on this parameter it is evident that the retained neural structures represent a very
plausible model of the actual time series and are therefore capable of forecasting the future
development of the time series. The error was determined using the sum of the least squares,
and its level is acceptable regarding the input data (for all networks and data sets).
Figure 2 shows the comparison of the actual course of the time series and equalized time
series.
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Fig. 2. Equalized time series of import
Source: Authors.

It is also evident from Figure 4 that all equalized time series are able to follow the course
of the actual development of the USA import from the PRC. With some minor exceptions,
all networks are able to capture not only the development trend, but also seasonal
fluctuations.
In order to determine whether the networks are applicable or not, we will further deal
with their use for forecasting. We will forecast the development of the USA import from the
PRC for the period of August 2019 to December 2020. Concrete data are shown in Table 3.
Table 3. Development of forecasts for the period of August 2019-December 2020 by networks
retained for equalizing import time series
Date
31 August 2019
30 September 2019
31 October 2019
30 November 2019
31 December 2019
31 January 2020
29 February 2020
31 March 2020
30 April 2020
31 May 2020
30 June 2020
31 July 2020
31 August 2020
30 September 2020
31 October 2020
30 November 2020
31 December 2020

MLP 15-3-1 MLP 15-7-1
47515.57
47002.25
49604.57
49351.12
50764.12
51231.68
51112.63
50454.89
50848.47
47639.46
50248.03
48216.25
44783.80
35272.04
42825.99
35552.70
41978.92
41250.17
44659.23
43842.69
44337.75
47957.59
47481.72
51221.00
50947.31
54986.77
54119.11
59020.77
56519.55
62076.98
58001.95
60949.66
58675.62
57821.82

Source: Authors.
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MLP 15-7-1 MLP 15-10-1 MLP 15-4-1
47040.21
48861.78
47797.37
49124.91
51588.14
49334.92
51143.95
52961.69
50106.41
50574.42
50755.99
50462.89
47206.94
46915.98
50694.26
48999.36
46650.57
50964.55
38268.77
34983.18
45836.01
35592.07
37866.55
45078.61
39894.06
42639.63
43639.14
44274.29
43010.50
43976.81
49797.58
45170.13
44301.28
53123.88
52357.95
47687.89
56840.84
59182.85
51304.98
61001.23
65061.23
54268.33
65109.56
67830.92
56228.17
64774.65
64240.15
57365.47
61761.25
59256.33
57994.40
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The results shown in the Table represent a possible development of the time series. This
is to certain extent confirmed by the graph in Figure 3.
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Fig. 3. Development of USA import from PRC and forecasts to December 2020
Source: Authors.

Comparing the actual development of the USA import from the PRC and assumed
development of the variable over time forecast by means of neural networks with a 5-month
lag, it can be concluded that (especially taking into account the Table of the statistics in the
case of a 5-month lag in Annex 1), the 5. MLP 15-4-1 is the best rated artificial neural
structure.
3.2 Export
Within equalizing the export time series, there also were generated 10,000 artificial neural
networks, out of which 5 with the best characteristics were retained. For more details, see
(Table 4).
Table 4. Retained neural networks of export time series
Network
MLP
15-7-1
MLP
15-10-1
MLP
15-8-1
MLP
15-7-1
MLP
15-7-1

Train.
Test.
Valid.
perform. perform. perform.

Train.
error

Test.
error

Valid.
error

0.973572 0.966155 0.972225 286349.4 338708.9 333663.0
0.973730 0.963486 0.972162 284104.3 360204.8 317915.7
0.974078 0.962645 0.973662 280208.0 366654.9 303239.0
0.973724 0.963440 0.973038 283899.5 362903.6 308651.9
0.973842 0.961769 0.972307 282599.9 371616.4 323001.7

Train. algorit.
BFGS (QuasiNewton) 67
BFGS (QuasiNewton) 77
BFGS (QuasiNewton) 93
BFGS (QuasiNewton) 80
BFGS (QuasiNewton) 74

Error Activation Output
function of hidden activation
layer
function
Sum of
Exponential Logistic
squares
Sum of
Exponential Logistic
squares
Sum of
Exponential Logistic
squares
Sum of
Exponential Logistic
squares
Sum of
Exponential Logistic
squares

Source: Authors.

In the case of export, there are also 15 neurons in the input layer. The Table shows that
neural networks with 7-10 neurons in the hidden layer were retained. Neural networks use
exponential function for the activation of the hidden layer. The output layer of neurons is
activated by the logistic function. The performance of the artificial network’s measures in
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terms of correlation coefficient achieves the level above 0.97 in the training data set. above
0.96 in the testing data set, and above 0.97 in the validation data set. This indicates high level
of direct dependence. Based on this parameter it can be stated that the networks (if they do
not suffer from overfitting) will be able to forecast the further development of the USA export
to the PRC very accurately (as they are able to equalize the time series in the past). For the
error calculation, the least squares method will be used. In the case of export, the error is
rather small and thus a quality forecast of the time series can be assumed.
Figure 4 shows the comparison of the actual course of the time series and equalized tine
series.

Fig. 4. Equalized time series of USA export to PRC
Source: Authors.

It is evident from Figure 4 that all equalized time series are able to copy the course of the
actual development of the USA export to the PRC. The courses of all equalized time series
are similar to each other. The neural networks are able to capture the development trend but
also the seasonal fluctuations. However, some extreme fluctuations are not copied
completely, especially in the cases around the case No. 115, specifically in the period
between November 2008 and August 2009.
In the case of export, we will also deal with forecasting the further development of the
monitored variable. We will forecast the development of the USA export to the PRC for the
period between August 2019 and December 2020. Concrete data are shown in Table 5.
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Table 5. Export forecast for the period August 2019-January 2020 by retained artificial neural
networks
MLP 15-7-1 MLP 15-10-1 MLP 15-8-1
Date
10279.81
10739.16
10617.62
31 August 2019
10814.64
11132.83
11098.27
30 September 2019
11242.17
11337.84
11492.52
31 October 2019
11295.93
11009.44
11566.69
30 November 2019
10259.31
8417.86
10360.17
31 December 2019
5031.43
1788.88
3628.02
31 January 2020
7959.24
8028.68
6683.97
29 February 2020
9160.78
9694.63
9285.55
31 March 2020
8703.29
9826.61
10223.28
30 April 2020
7939.71
9665.11
9824.08
31 May 2020
8155.12
9539.10
9897.51
30 June 2020
8455.32
9508.48
10030.46
31 July 2020
8756.21
9206.95
10148.73
31 August 2020
8906.66
8228.94
10044.15
30 September 2020
8566.82
5725.59
9195.68
31 October 2020
6921.72
2075.81
6110.72
30 November 2020
3128.68
897.84
1536.10
31 December 2020

MLP 15-7-1

MLP 15-7-1

10166.11
10731.32
11230.89
11264.85
9751.11
3083.52
9776.34
8493.03
9339.56
9601.72
7796.75
7752.58
7700.18
7316.84
5868.67
2740.77
956.15

10654.85
11111.66
11446.66
11425.88
10235.95
4019.12
6899.30
8691.60
9543.56
9605.19
9894.66
10175.60
10365.98
10290.13
9469.96
6474.23
1707.44

Source: Authors.

As already stated above, all predictions are similar to each other. This is also to certain
extent confirmed by the graph in Figure 5.
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Fig. 5. Development of tine series and predictions of export by retained artificial neural networks
Source: Authors.

Comparing the actual development of the USA export to the PRC and the assumed
development of the variable over time forecast using artificial neural networks retained at
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equalizing the export time series, it can be concluded (especially considering the table of
statistics in Annex 2) that the network 1. MLP 15-7-1 achieves best results in forecasting the
future development.

4 Results discussion
Within the research, equalizing of the time series of the USA import from the PRC and the
USA export to the PRC was carried out. Time series lag was 5 months in both cases. This
eliminated potential extraordinary fluctuations caused from the fluctuations of the time series
in individual months. At first, we focused on how multilayer perceptron neural networks are
able to equalize time series. In both cases, a total of 10,000 artificial neural networks were
generated, and five of them with the best characteristics were retained. All retained artificial
neural networks are more or less applicable for forecasting the future development of the
USA import from the PRC, the USA export to the PRC, and for forecasting the balance of
trade of both countries (from the perspective of the USA). The performance of the networks
was always very high, while the error measured was rather small. For each time series, the
best network was determined, and this was used for calculating the balance of trade (for more
details, see Table 6).
Table 6. Comparison of the most sucessful structures from all experiments
Date
31 August 2019
30 September 2019
31 October 2019
30 November 2019
31 December 2019
31 January 2020
29 February 2020
31 March 2020
30 April 2020
31 May 2020
30 June 2020
31 July 2020
31 August 2020
30 September 2020
31 October 2020
30 November 2020
31 December 2020
Source: Authors.

USA import from PRC
5. MLP 15-4-1
47797.37
49334.92
50106.41
50462.89
50694.26
50964.55
45836.01
45078.61
43639.14
43976.81
44301.28
47687.89
51304.98
54268.33
56228.17
57365.47
57994.40

USA export to PRC
Balance of trade
1. MLP 15-7-1
10279.81
-37517.56
10814.64
-38520.27
11242.17
-38864.24
11295.93
-39166.96
10259.31
-40434.95
5031.43
-45933.12
7959.24
-37876.77
9160.78
-35917.83
8703.29
-34935.86
7939.71
-36037.09
8155.12
-36146.15
8455.32
-39232.56
8756.21
-42548.76
8906.66
-45361.67
8566.82
-47661.35
6921.72
-50443.75
3128.68
-54865.72

Table 6 demonstrates the potential development of the monitored variables, especially the
resulting variable – balance of trade. It forecasts the increase in the USA import from the
PRC, decrease in the USA export to the PRC and thus also increasing negative USA-PRC
balance of trade. This is even better illustrated by Figure 6.
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Fig. 6. Comparison of the most successful neural structures from all experiments
Source: Authors.

From the figure it is evident that the actual development of all three time series and the
forecast development are very similar for all selected neural structures. It better illustrates
what has been indicated by the table, that the difference between the USSA import to the
PRC and the USA export to the PRC will grow. The balance of trade of both states will thus
be even more negative than now.

5 Conclusion
The objective of the contribution was to forecast the United States of America (USA) and the
People´s Republic of China (PRC) balance of trade development when using analysis and
machine learning forecasting of the USA import from the PRC and the USA export to the
PRC.
Both observed time series were equalized, and the most successful neural network was
determined in both cases. On the basis of the difference between the USA export to the PRC
and the USA import to the PRC, the balance of trade of both countries was calculated.
It could be stated that the objective of the contribution was achieved as:
1. It has been proved that multilayer perceptron networks are a suitable tool for forecasting
the development of the time series if there are no sudden fluctuations.
2. MLP networks are able to capture the trend of the whole time series as well as its seasonal
fluctuations.
3. It is necessary to consider the time series lag.
4. Mutual sanctions of both states did not affect the result of machine learning forecasting.
5. In the case of the USA export to the PRC and the USA import from the PRC, equalizing
the time series had to (and will always have to be in the future) carried out separately.
This way it is possible to improve the accuracy of forecasting the development of the
balance of trade, as both time series show a completely different development.
Further research shall be focused on an experiment that would provide information on the
most suitable time lag of the time series for this type of task and theses specific variables. It
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can be different for each variable and also different at sub-intervals of the monitored time
series.
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Annex 1
Basic statistics of equalized import time series with 5-month lag
1.MLP
15-3-1
Minimal prediction (Training)
5752.93
Maximal prediction (Training)
48664.89
Minimal prediction (Testing)
9259.27
Maximal prediction (Testing)
48955.84
Minimal prediction (Validation)
11050.71
Maximal prediction (Validation)
48266.83
Minimal residuals (Training)
-7132.39
Maximal residuals (Training)
7907.11
Minimal residuals (Testing)
-8006.76
Maximal residua (Testing)
3246.46
Minimal residuals (Validation)
-4409.00
Maximal residuals (Validation)
2948.14
Minimal standard residua (Training)
-4.98
Maximal standard residuals (Training)
5.52
Minimal standard residuals (Testing)
-4.21
Maximal standard residuals (Testing)
1.71
Minimal standard residuals (Validation)
-3.47
Maximal standard residuals (Validation)
2.32
Statistics
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2.MLP
15-7-1
7952.83
47750.67
9226.17
49144.91
9440.66
47781.93
-4323.94
8082.84
-3966.38
3928.01
-2874.81
4569.47
-4.03
7.53
-2.80
2.77
-2.53
4.02

3.MLP
15-7-1
8335.37
47773.06
9230.93
48949.81
9456.50
47405.82
-4579.37
7739.53
-4111.01
3951.86
-2937.65
3537.80
-3.88
6.56
-2.70
2.60
-2.43
2.93

4.MLP
15-10-1
8239.21
47580.68
9160.76
50189.47
9598.51
49350.75
-4409.89
7788.84
-4183.43
4231.92
-4393.50
4950.74
-3.73
6.59
-2.74
2.77
-3.43
3.87

5.MLP
15-4-1
8144.24
48129.11
9370.74
48249.50
9230.38
47896.93
-7308.98
8020.51
-9100.39
3952.80
-4758.93
3961.35
-4.74
5.20
-4.33
1.88
-3.62
3.02
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Annex 2
Basic characteristics of equalized export time series with 5-month lag
1.MLP
15-7-1
Minimal prediction (Training)
1300.71
Maximal prediction (Training)
11510.48
Minimal prediction (Testing)
1624.19
Maximal prediction (Testing)
11454.29
Minimal prediction (Validation)
1493.81
Maximal prediction (Validation)
11251.28
Minimal residuals (Training)
-2904.28
Maximal residuals (Training)
2740.53
Minimal residuals (Testing)
-2155.91
Maximal residua (Testing)
1982.08
Minimal residuals (Validation)
-1093.76
Maximal residuals (Validation)
2463.54
Minimal standard residua (Training)
-5.43
Maximal standard residuals (Training)
5.12
Minimal standard residuals (Testing)
-3.70
Maximal standard residuals (Testing)
3.41
Minimal standard residuals (Validation)
-1.89
Maximal standard residuals (Validation)
4.26
Statistics
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2.MLP
15-10-1
1279.18
11556.53
1619.56
11498.79
1586.39
11367.60
-2944.08
2762.95
-2307.25
1932.21
-1464.55
2468.12
-5.52
5.18
-3.84
3.22
-2.60
4.38

3.MLP
15-8-1
1309.90
11654.73
1771.96
11547.04
1607.52
11356.74
-3048.53
2792.45
-2377.33
2135.10
-1270.61
2324.76
-5.76
5.28
-3.93
3.53
-2.31
4.22

4.MLP
15-7-1
1428.62
11562.20
1693.04
11525.11
1592.13
11297.36
-2923.75
2678.17
-2179.79
2106.05
-1175.52
2450.09
-5.49
5.03
-3.62
3.50
-2.12
4.41

5.MLP
15-7-1
1383.41
11561.23
1795.84
11498.08
1637.88
11352.20
-2955.03
2704.00
-2286.90
2284.37
-1305.33
2456.53
-5.56
5.09
-3.75
3.75
-2.30
4.32

